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stances ingested to be at once rejected. These violent efforts, however, in time provoke dilatation
above the stricture. A quantity of food
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body have had their origin from gas, and are only condensed gas. Now, we as chemists of good
health, to succeed in cur- ing our patients, must keep the gas-making machinery in good
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tlie Eleatic philosophers, but does not touch on their physical. (Hist, of Greece, § 12.) Discourse, all
the ancient philosophers held substantially the
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Sans. UT«flM\j VihhitaU. Vtrn. Sahem, Hind. Bei\g. Bellekic myrobalans are described as astringent
and laxative and useful in cough, hoarseness, eye diseases, etc. As a constituent
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A test for supposed unilateral deafness is to close the normal ear with a cotton plug and to place a
vibrating tuning-fork on the vertex. An
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fracture is uneven, and its lustre metallic, rated or vitreous silver ore, the mineral is It is soft enough
to be cut with a knife, roasted, and then melted with lead and
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copper, and other such escharotics. When the contents are harder he recommends complete
excision, like our author, Celsus describes the mode of operating with his usual tersereglan side effects in toddlers
and the vision without glasses are immaterial, and that so long as a soldier has good vision with
glasses, and has no organic
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modern discovery. Very few to-day realize the great diversity of the uses of water and the prompt and
efficient character of its effects.
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Leidy, who contributed the specimen represented by the adjacent wood-cut (Fin. 273) ami the
following notes of the pathological
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is its anaesthetizing action. The rabbit's cornea is anaesthetized completely in two or three minutes,
the effect gradually passing off in
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then digested in dilute hydrochloric acid till the earthy matter of the bone is dissolved. The gelatin,
which retains the form of the bone, is washed in a stream of
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an exutLilJon, more or loss filled with nelU. is cffiiscd upon the smtjux Scrofulous infiammation of tlio
tnucoas mcmbcaoc is moat apt It
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760, 860 c.c, it indicated 500, 600, or 700 c.e. had been taken. "When sufficient has been removed
the clip was put on, and needle withdrawn. If the needle is withreglan use in pregnancy
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